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overview been reduced to sitting
at home and watching the Saskat¬
chewan All-Star curling find? Well,
Red Rawling and company offer
an alternative. On Thursday
11:30-12:30 you'll hear sports with
a wacky twist. We offer World
Wrestling Magazine, NHL, NFL,
baseball and all Concordia sports.
But it's the spontaneous phone-ins
and guest interviews that provide
the funniest moments. So listen in
and laugh along with Red and An¬
dy B. on CRSG, where sports and
comedy are inseperable.
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CRSG Alternative

Sound of *77: Monday, 21:00-24:00
Your host, Amanda, will be bring¬
ing you an exciting retrospective
of the music which exploded out
of jolly old England in 1977. You
got it: Punk. This along with music
which continues to be affected by
the Sound of '77 today. So tune in
for a jolting experience.

listening to static but to Boots
Hokey between sentences. Join
your deadpan host every Tuesday
for science fiction/horror audio excerpts from T.V., film and beyond,
Have a hard time listening to the
latest industrial noise garbled with
psychobilly and trash. Shock
Theatre goes where no man has
gone before...and stays there.
• WEDNESDAY*

• TUESDAY*
Shock
Theatre:
Tuesday
17:00-19:00
Don't adjust your radio! You're not

-

Voyage Ver, I'lnfini: Wednesday,
10:00-11:30
Did you know that Sergei
Rachmaninov detested his well- -

known prelude in c-sharp minor
op.3 no. 2? Did you know that the
great Canadian composer Murray
Schafer wrote an eleven hour
opera called Ra combining
theater, music, dance, taste and
smell? Find out more on "Voyage
Vers I'lnfini", with your host Mark
Anthony. A guaranteed hour and a
half of fun and culture. Embark on
a journey towards the infinite,
towards the summit of man's

is a mixed bag of weird music,
weird CUSA Executives and a
weird host: CUSA Communications V-P Pete Wheeland. Listen to
Pete pretend he doesn't know
what his guests are talking about
and listen to his guests pretend
they do know what they're talking
about. Seriously, this is your only
chance to get the inside scoop on
what your student association is
doing.

musical i,nagination!
CUSA Campfire Hour: Wednesday,
15:00-16:00
This 100% Canadian content show

Sports Talk: Thursday, 11:30-12:30
Hey sports fans, has your sports

Music of the Carribean, Africa &
Latin America: Friday, 14:00-15:00
Each week Joanna will take you on
an exploration of the common
rhythmic element found in the
music of these regions, with more
attention being focused on the
obscure sounds and improvisition
not found commerically. Tune in
every Friday and remember that
requests and comments are
welcome.

La B6te Culturelle: Saturday,
15:00-16:00
La B€te Culturelle is french for
the Cultural Beast: a new one-hour
program covering all the local pro¬
ductions be they music, bands,
shows, art exhibitions, movies and
much more. We aim to support
local entertainment through live
entertainment. That is why we
brought in the BEAST! If you want
your production aired, contact the
beast at 284-2085.
Rhythm and Blues Method: Satur¬
day, 20:00-22:00
The rhythm method is not only a
cheap and risky way to avoid con¬
ceiving offspring, it can also turn
out to be life itself. That's what
your host Robert tries to put across
in two hours as he establishes a
critical distance from life by ex¬
ploring the roots and buds of R&B
rotting and flourishing across the
CRSG airwaves. Life is establishing
a rhythm method, and no doubt
life is part of the struggle express¬
ed in Black, American blues. Re¬
quests, questions and comments
are welcomed, as long as an
earnest attempt is made towards
staying in line with the weekly
theme.
•SUNDAY*
The Folk Connection: Sunday,
16:00-17:00
The Folk Connection is a one hour
program dealing with the various
aspects of folk music. There are
announcements of up and coming
folk events in and around the Mon¬
treal area. There are interviews,
record reviews and points of view.
There are thematic segments both
serious and humorous. The whole
Canadian folk scene will be looked
at, every Sunday afternoon with
your host Terry St.James.

The Not-So-Horrible Truth

Hi.
So you probably've noticed
something different about
RearGarde this month. Yeah,
we've expanded again.
We're a tabloid now because
there's a lot to talk about in the

Montreal music scene. Yep, the
joint's hoppin' and we're getting
bigger to stuff in more interviews,
more reviews and more band info.
We will also be continuing our
coverage of the programming of
CRSG, Radio Sir George. After
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all, we're still the programming
guide of Montreal's best Alter¬
native ("Only Alternative") radio
station. And now we are big
enough to service both the station
and the Montreal music scene
without making any compromises.
The unfortunate thing is that a
lot of people don't realize that
they could be listening to CRSG at
home. If you're lucky (?) enough to
live west of Peel street, a Cable TV
hook-up to you stereo's FM anten¬
na is all you need to hear Cable
Radio and "The Sound Alter¬
native" (uh, that's CRSG). All it
takes is a quick phone call to CF
Cable TV at 277-3777.
We of course would never en¬
courage people to go out and buy
a cable splitter at radio shack for
less than $10 to hook it up
themselves the way many people
seem to do. That's illegal.
But, hopefully, a cable hook-up
won't be necessary for very much
longer. CRSG has filed an applica¬
tion to the Canadian Radio Televi¬
sion and Telecommunications
Commission to get a broadcast FM
license. This is a familiar story to
some people in the music scene,
but not to nearly enough people.
We need letters of support from
listeners, those who want to listen
and from organizations in the
local music scene. We're getting
some letters, but not enough are in
yet.
People who already listen to
CRSG know that the station plays
a lot of local bands and Alter¬
native Canadian music. And we
despise Top 40, AOR, MOR and all
the rest. We play a wide variety of
music, but it's all Alternative from

the Nils to the Enigmas to Killing
Joke to Pere Ubu.
We believe that Montreal is in
need of a station like CRSG. If you
agree, send us a letter of support
c/o Radio CRSG, 1455 De Maisonneuve Blvd. W., Montreal H3G

1M8.
Your letters will make the dif¬
ference so you can Hear The Dif¬
ference on CRSG.
Paul Gott
Station Manager

Typesetting: Communication Centre-Ville (523-2179)
Printing: David Martin Developments
RearGarde is published by CRSG Radio Sir George, 1455 De
Maisonneuve H3G 1M8 (848-7401).
Circulation: 9,000
Published monthly
Many thanks to Jennifer Feinberg, Tu Thanh Ha, Christopher Kane,
Molly Shinhat, Diane Dyson and the rest of the gang at the Link
without whom this rag wouldn't be possible.

Do It On Paper With Skinny Puppy
From the deepest, darkest
catacombs of Vancouver comes a
band which is king of the slag heap
of Canadian necro-rock. They are
Skinny Puppy.
The nihilist three-piece outfit
consisting of Nivek (Kevin spelled
backwards). Ogre, cevin Key (a re¬
ject from everybody's favourite
pouffeband, Images In Vogue), and
a third guest musician. Skinny Pup¬
py debuted in 1984 with the Remis¬
sion EP on the Nettwerk record
label and followed it up in 1985
with the LP Bites, which was by
some reports the most popular
Canadian indie release of that year.
In the midst of their North
American tour, they stopped off at
a dog house called Les Foufounes
Electriques and Reuel chewed the
beet with these annorexic canines.

Cevin: Well, lyrically Bites is a lot
darker, a lot more aggression came
out on the album. As for the music,
it's more or less having the time for

more ideas whereas, with Remis¬
sion we were just going into the
studio and just doing it as we went
along, we weren't experimenting,

RearGarde: So why was your
debut, Remission, so powerful,
dark and evil, while Bites seems
up-tempo, mainstream, at times
wimpy?
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CUTS Above The Rest

whereas on Bites we had time to
experiment — giving it a much
more acessible sound.
RearGarde: You didn't have
enough time to cut the EP?
Cevin: In fact there's a song on
there called Deadlines, which is a
very transparent way of looking at
what happened. We had a very
hectic two week period trying to
get things to the pressing plant on
time because our label, Nettwerk,
wanted to release a few records
simultaneously.
RearGarde: How did Nettwerk
react to the differences between
the EP and the LP?
Nivek: Nettwerk felt that the EP
was a bit more commercial than
the LP. They grossed-out when we
gave them to LP — they said, "we
wanted something more commer¬

cial," while we thought that it was.
RearGarde: Are you trying to pin¬
point an audience?
Cevin: Not really, we just write
music to please ourselves. We
don't try to please any particular
genre. We're not trying to get a big
recording contract or get a top 40
hit. We do what we please. Nett¬
werk is pleased by what we do and
we're happy being with Nettwerk.
RearGarde: On your records
there's an extensive use of voice¬
overs, where do you get those
voices from?
Cevin: A lot of voices come from
radio broadcasts or from films we
see a lot. In Vancouver there's not
much to do so we just watch a lot
of movies. One of our favourite
movies is Roman Polanski's The
Tennant; a great deal of the voices
we used came from that, we even
gave him credit on the album. We
also used a few voices from
various Andy Warhol movies.
RearGarde: How do you get your
music to sound the way it does?
Nivek: We start with an idea, a
melody, then we get to the studio
and we tend to want to destroy the
clean sound. We'll take a distor¬
tion or an EQ and use it the way
it's not supposed to be used —
more or less abusing equipment to
get a more radical sound.
RearGarde: How do you like living
in beautiful British Columbia?
Cevin: It's expensive, and it's
depressed. It's got the highest rate
of unemployment in the country
next to Newfoundland. Also, I hate
the sunshine. I get depressed when
it's sunny. The sun is gross because
it makes you feel like you have to
go out and do something, but I'm
not worried about skin cancer
because I've got so many other
problems.
RearGarde: How did you come
across your image?
Cevin: I've got many surrealist in¬
fluences and black is my colour.
Black is a statement within itself
— it never gets too dirty, but then
again it's never too clean within
itself either.
RearGarde: cevin, what's the story
behind your split with Images In
Vogue?
Cevin: I left because of boredom, a
complete lack of enthusiasm for
what we were doing, while at the
same time I was very excited by
what Skinny Puppy was up to.
RearGarde: How did Skinny Puppy
get its start?
Cevin: Skinny Puppy has been
together for two years — it hap¬
pened quite by accident — we'd
play around on some of our own
and Image's gear after touring. I
just see no point in trying to com¬
pete with bands like Hall and
Oates. As far as my musical tastes

NEXT ISSUE:
A Special Reggae Section
Featuring Messenjah, Jah Cuttah
And much more

are concerned, I don't like listen¬
ing to that kind of music, so I had
to question my existance in Images
— it was more like a regular job
for awhile.
Nivek: Yeah, Kevin was going quite
nuts for awhile.
RearGarde: One last question.
Where does the name Skinny Pup¬
py come from?
Nivek: Life through a dog's eyes,
numbness, inability to speak up
when something gets thrown at
you.
Cevin: Watching your master beat
your girlfriend.
Nivek: When it comes to speaking
up you just make a lot of loud
noises instead of making sense.
Cevin: It's like barking, but no one
will understand your bark.
RearGarde: Everybody can unders¬
tand a loud bark?
Cevin: No, everybody can unders¬
tand when someone dies. Nobody
can understand a loud bark. A
dog's bark is always worse than a
dog's bite. I'd rather get bitten, it'd
teach me a better lesson than if so¬
meone just barked at me.
RearGarde: So bites are better
than barks?
Cevin: Bites are infectious. Who
knows, maybe the infection will
pay off.
Interview conducted by
R. Dangerous Dechene
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The Cure
The Cure don't really need much
introduction as a band. We all
know that they went from 3 hard¬
hitting, leather-jacketed musical
geniuses to a bunch of pretty, long¬
haired teenage idols. Are they just
another cult band that sold out?
Strangely enough though their
music still seems to appeal to their
old cult fans.
We sent Amanda to find out
what they were up to, and also give
her the long awaited opportunity to
meet one of her favourite heroes
Robert Smith, and maybe even ex¬
change lip-stick brands and
backcombing techniques. Scene-a
cosy room in H6tel du Parc on the
afternoon of their (rather disap¬
pointing) Montreal concert....

RearGuarde: So how come you're
back in Montreal so soon?
Robert: Seeing we were playing in
America it would seem a bit stupid

would release would never get
played on the radio, so that's why
we did it. I means they were
designed to get us exposure but
since then we haven't really need¬
ed to so any thing like that.
RearGuarde: In Britain you were a
really cult band about 3 or 4 years
ago. What does it feel like to make
the transition to be like semi¬
superstars?
Robert: (Laughs) Soupstars!
RearGuarde: Like having girls after
you in the streets! Do you enjoy it,
is this what you intended?
Robert: Um, well it's really dif¬
ficult all this cos I never imagined
that it really happens. I don't en¬
counter as much probably as
everyone around me does. I think
I'm shielded from a lot of it. I'm
not aware of us being any more
succesful now than we were years
ago really apart from the hotel
rooms are the only things that
have changed.

More
Questions
About

"17 seconds" isn't the group that
exists now. I'm not the same per¬
son at all as I was when I did that.
RearGuarde: So what is the Cure?
Robert: It's an attitude, it's like an
idea it's not a group at all. I mean
it would be dumb if I thought it
was a group, cos it's also different
people all the time, it's only me
and Laurence, and Laurence
doesn't even known what's going
on most of the time.
RearGuarde: Why did you get
Simon Gallup back?
Robert: Cos I missed 'im.
RearGuarde: Do you find it's
helped you a lot having more peo¬
ple from the original Cure?
Robert: Yeah, it's particularly good
on stage to keep looking across
and seeing Simon cos he looks
really good on stage. He's more
abrasive, His personality's more
abrasive, it makes the whole group
harder.
RearGuarde: Does it influence

make the same record through,
wouldn't it?
RearGuarde: Yeah but it's like go¬
ing from one extreme to the other
— almost like shock therapy from
Pornography to Love Cats.
Robert: It just extends from my
personality disorder I think.
Everyone I know encompasses the
range from Pornography to Love
Cats so I don't see why I should be
excluded from it. They just reflect
different things, I means Love Cats
has got far less emotional content
than Pornography but that doesn't
make it any less a record. There's
no reason why anyone who likes
Pornography because it makes
them want to jump out a window
should be any less better than one
who likes Love Cats because they
like my haircut. It's a difficult area
trying to give points to certain
things for certain reasons. I prefer
Pornography to Love Cats buyt pro¬
bably for different reasons than

your performances on stage?
Robert: Yeah it's much better this
year than it was last year, infinitely
better.
RearGuarde: When you do a show
do you feel like you have to put on
a really big performance or do you
just go there and do your own
show?
Robert: It depends again on a lot
of things there's no one or the
other. It depends on how the au¬
dience reacts, it depends on the
place, on what I've been doing
that day. Probably by the end of
the day when we go on stage I'll be
so wound up that I'll probably go
mental tonight — I can feel it in¬
side me getting bigger and bigger. I
tended to dance more on this
American tour (everyone laughs)
and that's the reaction it gets!
RearGuarde: Why is there such a
great diversity between your
records? "The Head on the Door"
is not at all like "Faith" or
"Pornography". Is it experimenta¬
tion for yourself?
Robert: It would be pointless to

anybody else.
RearGuarde: Was there any par¬
ticular reason why you did Love
Cats?
Robert: It was really goo fun. It
was the most fun I ever had that
week in Paris we spent recording it.
RearGuarde: How about the
video?
Robert: It was fun for about an
hour! It's just that it went on all
night and we got really drunk and
then I started to get a hangover
whilst we were still doing it!
RearGuarde: Have you heard any
local North American music since
toy've been here, there's quite a
local scene here.
Robert: No, but everywhere we go,
by the end of the tour I've got a
huge collection of cassettes which
I then listen to and write back and
say I think this is bad ort I think
thisa is good. But by the time I've
written back they've either
disbanded or changed names or
they've become hugely successful.
"Dear Wham, I thought your demo
tap was shit!"

Not just another
stoopid Haircut?

to come all the way here and not
play Montreal cos we played Van¬
couver and Toronto.
RearGuarde: Do you like the peo¬
ple here, your audiences?
Robert: I don't remember, was it
good? I really don't know, I have
no recollection of any of the con¬
certs that we played.
RearGuarde: Is is important to you
to break through in North America,
was it planned?
Robert: No.
RearGuarde: Did you feel you had
to do commercial music like "Love
Cats" to make some money and
become more popular?
Robert: It's nothing to do with
money really, cos I've had more
money than I know what to do
with for five years now, you can
only buy a certain amount of
things and that's it, all you've got
to do then is eat. Let's Co To Bed,
The Walk, and The Love Cats, they
were designed to get us more ex¬
posure on the radio. It did reach a
point when I got very frustrated
knowing that something that we

RearGuarde: So what about perfor¬
ming here — there's a completely
different audience than there is in
Britain. Do you have a different
approach to what you do here?
Robert: No, there's a completely
different audience here than there
is in Toronto and it's different
again in Vancouver. America you
can sub-divide endlessly, even
when we went to Texas I found
Dallas was different from
Houston. Even in England playing
in the middle is different from the
north and the south. But there's
always connections between our
audiences.
RearGuarde: But over here they
know you more for the "Love
Cats" and that kind of stuff, very
few people know about your early
music.
Robert: But very few people know
that everywhere though, the whole
thing's escalated from the point
when we started. Record sales
have increased with every record
that we've made therefore fewer
people know about the earlier

Haircuts
And
Food

stuff than the most recent stuff.
But I don't really mind about that
at all because I don't see that
anything we do now invalidates
anything we've done before at the
same time I don't see anything
we've done before should in¬
validate anything we do now.
They're really different groups, I
mean a lot of the time when we're
doing things, the grup that made

Artist
Ripcordz
Various
My Dog Popper
Various
Various
Nils
Dead Milkmen
Slow
Maggot Fodder
Anne Clark
Various
Forgotten Rebels
Dead Kennedys
No Means No
Cramps
Deja Voodoo
...Of Tanz Victims
Scraping Foetus...
Fair Warning
Wolfgang
Oysters
Direct Action
The Bill King Quintet
39 Steps
Severed Heads
The Morlocks
Tau Ceti
Various
Plan 9
Front 242

Album, EP or Single
Second Chance (demo)
It Came From Canada
Cino (demo)
It Came From The Pit
Psycho Attack Over Europe
Sell Out Young
Big Lizard In My Back Yard
Against The Class
Sudden Death (demo)
Pressure Points
Return of the Living Dead (soundtrack)
This Ain't Hollywood
Frankenchrist
You Kill Me
Can Your Pussy Do The Dog (single)
Too Cool To Live, Too Smart To Die
Fighting False God
Nail
You Are The Scene
Eleanor Rigby (demo)
Green Eggs And Ham
Trapped In A World
City Of Dreams
39 Steps
Clifford Darling, Please Don't...
Emerge
Radiation (single)
Luxury Condos Coming To Your Neighbourhood
Keep Your Cool And Read The Rules
The Politics Of Pressure

Label
Independant

OC
Independant
Psyche-Industry
Kix 4 U Records
Psyche-Industry
Fever/Enigma
Zulu
Independant
10 Records/A&M
New Rose
Star
Alter Tentacles
Undergrowth
New Rose
Midnight
O.T.V.
Some Bizzare
Independant
Independant
Taang Records
Irate Faction
Night Passage
Line Records
Ink Records
Midnight
Small Horse
Coyote/Twin Tone
Midnite/Enigma
Another Side

Still Around: Cocteau Twins, Gassenhauer*, Look People*, Condition*, Three O'clock Train*,
Jah Cuttah*, Lloyd Cole, Voices End Abruptly*, Tom Waits, The Darned*
Bubbling Under: Violent Femmes, Teenage Head*, P.I.L., Jackie Washington, Jesus & Mary
Chain, Psyche*, Blurt, Fourth Floor*, Last Stand

Reggae Top 5
Dub U5
Jah Cuttah
Steel Pulse
O.U.I.
Brigadier Jerry

Bill King Quintet
UZEB
Sun Messengers
Jean-Luc Ponty
Vector

City Of Dreams
Between The Lines
The Sun Messengers
Fables
Life Is A Crutch (demo)

Saying Goodbye (demo)
Tribute (single)
Babylon The Bandit
Perspective
Jamaica Jamaica

Night Passage
A&M
Sun Sounds
Atlantic/WEA
Independant

W Denotes Weeks on Chart
* Denotes Canadian Content
RE Denotes a re-entry into the charts
The CRSG Top 30 is compiled by Leslie Bairstow, Music Director, with the incredible typing
skills of Paul Gott, Station Typist, based on listener requests and DJ airplay.
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John Cale came in to Montreal
recently to support his new album
Artificial Intelligence. For the
uninitiated, Cale is a Welshman of
considerable charm and in¬
telligence. He has released well
over a dozen solo albums over the
last fifteen years. Not every album
is a masterpiece as Cale can tend to
understate himself, however their
are many moments of inspired
brilliance. One of his best known

songs. Fear Is a Man’s Best Friend
was recently recorded by Billy
Bragg.
I was fortunate to get a chance
to chat with Mr. Cale prior to his
solo performance at Les Foufounes
Electriques. Oh yeah, I almost
forgot, lohn Cale used to play with
The Velvet Underground. John,
perhaps, might rather forget...

RearGarde: What brings you to
Montreal?

John Cale: A new album, Artificial
Intelligence. It's been out in
Europe since September It's just
been out here in America for about
two weeks. It's on Jem records
here and on Beggar's Banquet and
it's affiliates in Europe.
RearGarde: There is no Canadian
label, though. Jem is in the States.
Cale: No Canadian label as of yet
RearGarde: Wasn't Nico going to
be on this tour and she cancelled?
Cale: Yeah, well she didn't exactly
cancel. I don't know what happen¬
ed. She was due to come and I was
disappointed that she didn't come
She has a very good band, the
band that was on the record.
They're only two kids but they can
perform all the stuff that Nico has
had in the can for years. Stuff that
I never thought you could do live,
like The End. They do very well.
RearGarde: Why did you decide to
tour without a band?
Cale: It's a very relaxing idea that
when you've been on a gruelling
tour for six weeks with everybody
locked in the same schedule, it's
good to be able to run off and do
something on your own. It gives
you a chance to premiere new
material and try it out on people.
RearGarde: On your last live
album you seemed quite relaxed.
Cale: That's something that comes
from having the same musicians
for a while and after that it wasn't
sustaining itself. We probably
weren't playing as well as we
should have been. I think that
band was the longest I had a band
and we weren't developing in any
direction. I was using it as a
vehicule for writing material for a
band and not for developing any
new ideas. Most of the new ideas
that come up either come to me in
the studio or come up when I've
been away on my own writing
songs.
RearGarde: You're a very talented
arranger

Cale: There's always been this kind

Have
you
heard
about
CRSG
Production?

< JOHN CALE
SABOTAGE/LIVE
of schizophrenia as to what I want
to do as a songwriter and what I
want to do with a band. At first I
thought that I was a very good ar¬
ranger and not a songwriter.
Songwriting is something that
seems to mean more to me when
I'm on my own than when I'm with
a band, because the band has no
role in arranging, I mean it's not
the msot important thing. Like,
with the Velvets, with Venus in
Furs and Heroin and All Tomor¬
row's Parties the arrangement was
everything.
RearGarde: Do you think you've
had any influence on the attitude
in rock'n'roll?

Cale: I don't know

Everything I
hear about is the influence the
Velvets had. I don't understand the

reaction to the Velvets stuff to
begin with. I think it's overblown.
RearGarde: You can't understand
the continuing popularity with that
band?
Cale: I suppose I should be
gratified but not only was it exag¬
gerated but whatever potential we
had at the time I don't think we liv¬
ed up to. I think we didn't deliver
on it. I think it just aborted itself.
RearGarde: I'd just like to end off
by asking you what you're listen¬
ing to these days.
Cale: Mainly classical music and
uh, Cocteau Twins and Kate Bush.

Interview conducted by Zev Asher.
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A complete 8 track recording facility featuring 2 studios,
separate control room and loads of “toys” such as:

Yamaha REV-7 and R-1000 reverbs
Roland SDE-3000 digital delay
Yamaha graphic EQs
Symetrix compressors
Orban limiter
Otari, Tascam and Scully recorders
DBX noise reduction
A good selection of Electro-Voice, Shure, Beyer and
Sennheiser microphones

All of this is available
to you and your band for $12 per hour
(Block rates available).
Prices include the services of a qualified engineer.
For information call Michel Lalibert6 at 848-7401.

by Zev Asher
The Q.E.W.: Brewer's Retail; Piz¬
za Pizza; Streetcars and trendy
bars and trendy bars and trendy
bars... if it's Wednesday, I must be
Toronto.
Straight to Larry's Hideaway and
the rudest, most obnoxious au¬
dience since, since... since the last
time I was in Toronto (Johnny
Thunders at the Starwood). The
opening band, They Must Be
Giants, seemed like they could
have been interesting They cer¬
tainly sounded interesting Travell¬
ing around Larry's from pillar to ir¬
ritating pillar, they even looked in¬
teresting. Unfortunately, I couldn't
see enough of them to keep me in¬
terested.
They Must Be Giants are John
Flansburgh on electric guitar and
John Linnell on accordion They
make fun music. Harmless. They
have a theatrical approach and a
witty sense of humour. This act has
to be seen and not just heard.
After securing a position next to
a pillar where I could see the stage
with a minimal amount of craning,
I stood and waited. A girl in front
of me seemed to be having a good
deal of trouble standing in a ver¬
tical position. I heard someone
near her mention Seconals. A
blond haired guy stood with her,
passing her sips of gin from the
cap of his bottle. Occasionally he
would prop her up as she started to
slide towards the floor. I heard so¬
meone near him mention Scar¬
borough...
John Cale walked on stage to a
scattering of applause, whistles
and howls. Alternating between
acoustic guitar and piano he
played a relatively intoxicating
seventy-five minute set. The au¬
dience responded noisily. People
around me sang along on some of
the songs, loud and off key. Not
surprisingly, as the show progress¬
ed it became apparent that Cale
was losing his enthusiasm So was

I...
Thursday night; arrived at the
Rivoli in the midst of a set by The
Remains. I watched the impish
vocalist wiggle around the stage as
if he had some cheesecloth stuck
up his ass. I listened to the band

play standard garage/grunge/blues.
I got up and left.
Late Friday afternoon: spent an
interesting hour at the Harbourfront Art Gallery. Vancouver musi¬
cian and artiste extraordinaire, I,
Braineater, was opening a show
and doing some on the spot crea¬
tion. Underground/punk types
mingled with posh gallery owners
creaming their double knits and
waving fat checkbooks in the air.
Braineater has a co(s)mic tone
running through his work, whether
it's a massive abstract mural or
one of his patented (I hope)
blockhead men Jim (his given
name) is one of the new breed of
young artists who are breathing
fresh innovative air in an otherwise
stodgy scene. His music (two
albums) is equally exciting and an
Eastern tour is in the works. Tasty
refreshments being served that
evening included sno-cones top¬
ped with a choice of liqueurs,
courtesy of Seagrams.
As I was leaving I overheard a
snooty older woman ask Jim about
the recorded music he was play¬
ing He explained that it was his
new hardcore album. She didn't
understand... hardcore. "Oh,” said

the one who eats brains, "It's loud
guitars, loud drums and screaming
vocals.” The snotty lady smiled
nervously and backed off to the
safety of her snooty man...
Later that evening... over at the
spacious Starwood Club. Scruffy
the Cat and Band 19, from Boston,
are playing. Judging from the one
song I saw them perform. Band 19
are your basic generic-sub-thrashraunch outfit. Scruffy the Cat, on
the other hand, are sub-basic. They
are also the proud parents of a
very generic sound. An ordinary lit¬
ter. More rock- than roll, or is it
more roll than rock (I often con¬
fuse my rocks with my rolls). Half
of Scruffy's soungs sounded like
loose variations on Route 66,
which isn't necesarily bad. The
other half weren't necessary.
Fortunately, for the band as well
as the audience, a deranged man
with his imaginary partner danced
in front of the stage creating an
entertaining distraction. This band
sounds better on disc.
Saturday night; last night in
Toronto; time for some heartcurdling down-home country
music from Joanne Mackall and
the Yahoos Along Queen Street to

the Horseshoe packed with urban
feminists and cowboy yuppies, I
arrive just in time for a searing ver¬
sion of Willie and the Hand Jive.
The Yahoos play authentic country
toons and incorporate a slick
blend of blues (rhythm firmly in¬
tact) and zydeco cajun-type
sounds. This is all given a spiritual
boost by Ms. Mackall's great
baritone.
With a unique vocal style and
an ability to sustain notes and
bend them around her sizeable
frame, Joanne deserves immediate
superstardom. Although the songs
tend to stick to standard country
themes (love, heartbreak ad
nauseum), the four females and
token male drummer sound sharp
and refreshing, just like an ice cold
Coors in a steamy tub of hogturd
Between sets a walk down
Queen St. for some fresh air and
some food. A crowd is forming out¬
side a place called The Friendship
Centre. An old man has just kicked
in the glass on the door of an adja¬
cent boostore. His face and shirt
are covered in glistening blood. A
clump of mangled flesh is pro¬
truding from his forehead. He is
staggering and moaning
Someone goes over to help him
cover the gaping wound with a
baseball hat. Others stand around
and watch the live gore show. The
old man is bleeding, heavily. The
people standing around have
solemn faces. The police show up
soon, sirens wailing spitting spinn¬
ing lights. "Did anyone see what
happened?” A guy steps forward.
"Yeah, I saw.”
From fragments of various con¬
versations, I understand that a few
senior-type citizens didn't like this
man's drunken behaviour. This
isn't any way to act in A FRIEND¬
SHIP CENTER. They purportedly
beat him with a microphone stand
and then a piece of wood with a
nail at the end of it... The cop
bends down to pick up a bloody
piece of wood out of the gutter. An
ambulance and more police cars
arrive.
The
crowd
shuf¬
fles/mumbles. A medic tends to
the victim A few stern looking
policemen go into 'The Friendship
Center'. I've had enough
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Maggott Fodder: The Jesus and
Mary Chain of the north? Naw,
but a damn good band never¬
theless. This Ontario based
group entered at number nine
on the CRSG Top 30 with a cat¬
chy, puncy, instrumental tune.
Sudden Death employs the use
of feedback in the form of
chainsaw guitars and a fuzz
bass; partly due to mediocre
production. However, the piece
is marred by repetitiveness in
trying to stretch a two-chord
song into an epic track.
Leslie Bairstow
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My Dog Popper: This latest of¬
fering from Popper is called
Gino and tells of Eric's mid-life
crisis as he loses his job to a guy
named (you guessed it) Gino
Montreal's favourite trashthrash band comes in again
with heavy fuzz guitar, heavy
bass, a heavy beat and real lite
lyrics. And, hey, was that a
trash sax I sort of heard? Wow.
A little long, but ultraconsumable and fun as always,
and recorded here at CRSG,
natch.
Paul Gott
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Wolfgang: Montreal's raucous
Wolfgang finally has something
tangible for people to listen to.
Eleanor Rigby is a thorough
trashing of the Beatle's
"classic". The song is a poun¬
ding, nasty little ditty suitable
for the thrash set. In a word (or
four), Wolfgang has improved
tremendously.
Dave Sherman
Sheep Look Up: What do you
get when you cross Echo & the
Bunnymen with Cream? Wei
you might just
end up with

Sheep Look Up,
j
a five piece
band from London, Ontario
whom recently backed up
^
Shriekback this past fall and
were very impressive. Spaghet¬
ti Western, their first demo,
has a 60's psychedelic flair to
it. Coupled with a predomi¬
nant bass and a very rhythmic
drum beat, this band is blessed
with talented musicians. Un¬
fortunately the demo was
recorded live which makes the
production very poor.
Leslie Bairstow

I
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by Kiisti
BITS AND PIECES- the first
in a series of exposes on the inner
movements of Montreal's own
alternative music scene. Montr6al-call it a city-call it home-but
don't call it collect!
BIG BITS -faze prod., those
pop maniacs are at it again! This
time with their version of a NEW
MUSIC FESTIVAL-featuring
everything from SEVEN SISTERS to
the ETHNIC DRIVERS to those
seminal kings of sludgeabilly DEJA
VOODOO- check with CLUB
SODA for times, bands and prices
(March 5-9) 5240 Park Ave.
270-7848.
PSYCHE-INDUSTRY RECORDSco-sponsers of the LOST CITY
Saturday afternoon all-ageswelcome matinees report March
22 is set for WILD TOUCH, ALTER¬
NATIVE INUITS (from the West
Isle) and SONS OF THE DESSERT.
3pm-possible place RISING SUNbe there!
)AH CUTTA and the DETERMINA¬
TION BAND- recent opener for
GREGORY ISAACS at CONCOR¬
DIA last month are scheduled to
play weekends at the RISING SUN
come April-shows will be record¬
ed on 16-track for future democome out and show your support

for a reggae band that's seen it's
first piece of vinyl go N° 1 on
CRSG's Reggae Top 5.
MORE REGGAE RAP-DUB U5 are
recording material in SECRET
STUDIOS for an up-coming EP.
They're also looking for a new
drummer-jean Lortie has left to
pursue his first love...
S.C.U.M.!!! S.C.U.M.'s debut fulllength LP is due in the ind^ record
stores this week-8orn 7%o Soon
features some old and some newwatch for it!!! Record launch as
soon as they return from a mini¬
tour of eastern CanadaLITTLE PIECES -new from OG-theGRUESOMES are finally going
to immortalize (OH-NOM) their
garage-awful trash-punk sound on
a full-lenth LP-12 songs no less !!
Features 'some' original stuff.
MORE DISC NEWS-SECRET ACT
launched their record last Thurs¬
day at CLUB SODA- but tell mewhere were all the records? The
Neighbourhood should be in stores
soon. Secret Act plan to leave our
fair city (April 15) for no other than
LONDON-not to be confused with
that Canadian city of the same
name-plans are somewhat longterm-6 months to a year-all this in
pursuit of the Big Label?
THREE O'CLOCK TRAIN'S debut
LP should be out within a week
'barring no major fuck-ups'-the
TRAIN, along with one member of
Bonaparte Records also plan to
launch 'PIPELINE'-a brand new

spanking indie label that looks to
licensing other bands as well-and
yes-their Train's twirl in Toronto
went just fine.
ASEXUALS-still engrossed in their
extensive US tour-expect them
home APRIL 12th-also the date of
a mammoth home-coming giganother City Matinee featuring
BLOCK PARENTS, FAIR WARN¬
ING, S.C.U.M., the NILS and
DEATH
SENTENCE
from
VANCOUVER-mark this date
down on your more-entertainmentfor-your-hall-gig-dollar-calender!!
NOT TO BE MISSED !!!
In the meantime-pick up Contem¬
porary World-the SEXIES 10-song
second effort that will-no doubtsmash their stereotype of being
just another punk band from the
West Island-the record's out!-it's
hot!!
MAY YOU NEVER REST IN
PEACE(S) DEPT.- Montreal's Oi

boys have hung up their Docs-but
there's no need to break out the
kleenex-just one look at exGASSENHAUER members Richard
and Dave should tell you
somethings a-foot-stayed tuned...
ULTIMATUM-that poetry festival
of festivals held at FOUFOUNES
last May is coming out March 8th
on record-one side French-the
other English-sure to surprise even
the most avant-gard, die-hard ar¬
tistes.
WEE BITS-demo tapes here-get
your red-hot demos hereMERRICK TROUT PACT have one-SYNDICATE-SYNDICATE??? has
one-something-so I've heard-to
do with a 'big fat zero' and
nothing-VOT RECORDS are plan¬
ning another comp.
CRSG-your favourite and only
alternative radio station is going
FM!!! becoming CIMX-FM and it
needs your support! Write the sta¬
tion at 1455 de Maisonneuve Blvd.
W., suite 647, H3G 1M8 and tell us
why Montreal needs an alternative
to the post-pop-tart generation (or
is it de-generation?) of radio so ob¬
viously polluting the ears of Mon¬
trealers...
That's it for now-see 'ya next
issue-

A valuable addition to cable
television is Cable Radio. A
simple connection to your FM
tuner provides numerous
American and ethnic stations,
as well as other local FM sta¬
tions. Montreal's full-time alter¬
native station is only available
on CFCable. CRSG 89.1 Cable
FM. Tune us in....
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WANTED used Apple Mcintosh com¬
puter & printer call Marshall at
485-1790.

BASS AMP 60 watt, 15" driver, one
piece, EQ, slave-out, mint-asking $300.
Call Julie 879-1790.

WANTED electric piano or keyboards SAX LESSONS at reasonable rates call
call John at 731-9983.
mm Daniel at 483-6430.

CFCABLE TV
277-3777

INCOME TAX returns done with low
rates for students, Canadian & U.S.,
small business bookeeping, E. Mercer
937-7497.
Sr

WESTBURY DRUM KIT for sale, 5
pieces with cymbals, pedals, & stands,
good condition $450 call Sylina at
484-5486.

CRSG T-SHIRTS black with white logo.
Cut off your own sleeves. Only $5 at
CRSG offices, 1455 deMaisonneuve,
room 647.
B-TRACK production studio with all the
latest effects. Only $12/hour including
experienced engineer. Call Michel at
848-7401.
SUZUKI GR 650 for sale 1984. $1,500.
Only 8,000 kms. Tel: 737-1545.

NEEDED: DRUMMER for band current¬
ly on top of CRSG charts (whatever
that means). Must be experienced, fun¬
ny, and like surf-punk. Call Paul at
484-9758 or 848-7402.

_
PLACE a clanfied ad in RearGarde by
dropping by 1455 De Maisonneuve W.,
room 647. Rates are 104 a word.
Deadline for next issue is March 31.

.

The Residents are one of the
stranger punk/industrial bands to
come out of California in the last
couple of years. Come to think of
it, they may be the only punklin¬
dustrial band to come out of
California in the past couple of
years.
In any case, they came to the
Spectrum recently and we sent G/o
down before their show to find
them at work with Snakefinger
plugging away at his guitar. The
Residents, for reasons known only
to themselves were backing the

Residents: It's not something that's
decided on day-to-day or many
years in advance, it's just
something that has been a part of
the Residents and their careers.
Their anonymity is a pleasure they enjoy not having to deal with
people in coffee shops It's just
something that happens, it's part
of their everyday living, it's part of
their mystique. It's not important
who they are, what kind of jobs
they have, what kind of songs they
write or what kind of books they
read. The music is the most impor¬

Eye T o Eye

lesser-known Snakefinger on this
tour.
So Cio was entertained by the
band, together with inflatable
dinosaurs, two dancers dressed in
suits and huge eyeballs on their
heads, plus a 'life' crew crawling
around on stage. Following was
this conversation with the P R. per¬
son for the Residents (the band
refuses to do interviews) and with
Snakefinger.
RearGarde: What is this music call¬
ed?

Residents: There's really no defini¬
tion. It's just beyond description.
Obscure. There's no straight way
of describing it.
RearGarde:
The
group's
reclusiveness - is it important?

tant thing.

RearGarde: Why do they do their
particular sound?
Residents: They want to offer an
alternative to the shit that is hap¬
pening on radio, something new
and different to the public.
RearGarde: Where are you going
from here?
Residents: Our cross-U.S. tour ends
in Los Angeles with two shows,
then off to Europe in the late spr¬
ing, and off to Japan in September.
This is the first show in 13 years, so
we want to make it a big one. Look
out for, as the trilogy continues.
The Mole Show part three (album)
being planned for the Fall of '87.
RearGarde: Snakefinger, how did
you meet up with the Residents?
Snakefinger: I heard a tape. I was

in a state in England where I was
really bored with what was hap¬
pening in the music world. I met
this guy in Austria who had this
tape sent to him by these guys who
were to become the Residents, so
we decided to go over together.
We didn't know a soul in America,
nobody on this continent. We went
there - where the tape had come
from - knocked on the door, and
they said "come in", and that was
it. This was 1971 - before that they
never had a name. They were just
some guys making some wild
sounds.
RearGarde: You're currently living
in San Francisco?
Snakefinger: Yeah, I came over in
'77. I was one of your pop-rockers
with a group called Chilly Willy
and the Red Hot Peppers.
RearGarde: But you have three
albums on your own.
Snakefinger: Yeah, I have a band
and we tour around. In fact, we
had just finished touring Japan
before I started touring with the
Residents.
RearGarde: When you were in
Europe last year..
Snakefinger: That was ten years
before last. We were over with this
thing called Snakefinger's History
of the Blues Fart One and Two, and
the Residents were over with their
Mole Show. So I went and played
with the Residents a few times.
RearGarde: Why didn't you do pop

With The
- in the traditional sense?
Snakefinger: I'm not morally op¬
posed to it, you know, I do it for
selfish reasons because I just find
pop boring I don't see any reason
to bore myself and play things that
could've been done by a million
other people. Listen, rock'n'roll is
so dull, it's so overdone
I'm
writing for people with balls to say
"Enough!" - to kick it over. You
know, time for something new.
RearGarde: Who are the artists

Residents

that influenced you?
Snakefinger: Guitar players. Just
great guitar players. I've listened
to them all, no matter what they
play. I like guitar players that play
an off-the-wall style, a little bit un¬
predictable. You can tell there is
some sense of humour in their
playing. I also took a heavy in¬
fluence from soundtracks. I'm a
big fan of Nena Roba who does all
of Fellini's music and Marc
Holden, who does all this spaghetti
western music.
RearGarde: What is the idea
behind your lyrics?
Snakefinger: I guess the idea
behind my lyrics is not to preach
anything to anybody, but to
outline the idea and let them make
up their own mind. I mean, I have
ideas, I have things I want to say,
but I'm not going to say them, I'm
not going to preach.
RearGarde: Why didn't you
become one of the Residents?
Snakefinger: Well, not being one
of a sheepish tendancy, I always
need to be in charge of my own
destiny. If I joined the Residents, I
would only have been a bit player
in someone else's destiny.

Interview conducted by Gio Ljljenskjold and Cesare Dibiase

Rendez-Vous
a Rio

ALL YOUR AUDIO/VISUAL
NEEDS ARE HERE
RECORDS (new £r used)
CASSETTES

New 8- Nearly New
Inexpensive Clothing

MAGAZINES (rock, sex, etc.)
COMICS
IMPORTS
BOOKS (rock, music, etc.)
VIDEO (rentals

b sales)
3459 St. Denis
Just North of

C.D.s
POSTERS, etc.

Sherbrooke

486 St.CATHERINE W.
TEL: 866-6016

ALSO CHECK OUT

ROCK ENCORE

87 ST.CATHERINE E.
TEL: 8444329

842-1692

Secret Act:
Outstanding
near the Miron quarry.

by Paul Gott
It's been quite a while since I'd
seen Secret Act when I got the in¬
vitation to their record launch par¬
ty at Le Steppe, and I was wonder¬
ing if they'd changed
They hadn't. Well, not much.
And that's good, 'cause they're
one of Montreal's tightest, longestlasting and possible only popAlternative group.
I arrived a little late to the show
(a great CRSG tradition) and the
five-piece band was already on
stage A friend had saved me a
seat, which was good since the tiny
Park Ave. club was packed.
First relief: Frontman Ralph
Dilorio was still entertaining, going
through life in a John Belushi im¬
itation and making "People tell me
I look like Dan Akroyd" jokes and
bouncing around the stage with
enough energy for ten other bands.
First change: A new bassist, as
the line-up changes once again
This one fits the group's popMotown style well, and moves on
stage, too. A good addition.
Motown plays a big part in shap¬
ing the sound of the group and the
covers of classics like Baby Don't
You Do It and Get Ready were
great as alway. When they started
into a cover of War, I heard a
groan from a friend at my table
who was expecting the mangling
of an old favourite. She was to be
pleasantly surprised by the group's
great, energetic performance of
the song.
"Motown's one of our big in¬
fluences," says Dilorio. "Along
with the Beatles, modern pop - like
Squeeze, XTC and the Talking
Heads - and James Brown."
The 'modern pop' influence
comes out in their own songs
which form two-thirds of the
group's repetoire. lust Tike Me and
You, Northern Spy and Talk Talk (a
different one) show the band's
roots to be in New Wave rather
than punk. In fact, the band
prefers the label "pop" to
"alternative".

Neighbourhood
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"We still have a lot of values
from the first New Wave inva¬
sion," says Dilorio. "The energy on
stage and the musical influences.
We're the only pop band playing
the Montreal Alternative scene
now-a-days."
Unfortunately, the band finds
the Montreal music scene to be a

dead-end, and they're planning on
doing something about it
"We're moving to England,"
says Dilorio. "London. On April 15
for however long it takes. And if
we don't make it there we'll come
back and decide the fate of Secret
Act in about six months or a year
There's nothing happening for
groups here. There's not enough
communication to create a Cana¬
dian music scene and Canadian
record labels aren't interested in
Alternative bands."
When the group leaves, Mon¬
treal will lose one of its longestlasting bands. I was at their first
gig at John F. Kennedy High
School in 1980 when they called
themselves After FX. It's been a
long progression since then and
Dilorio and guitarist Robert
Ranaldi tend to giggle when the
old name is mentioned. They're

the two surviving members of that
period.
Joining the band over the last
couple of years was Phyllis
Orofino on keyboards, Michael
Dennis on drums and, most recent¬
ly, Jeff Deeprose on bass.
Over the last year, the band
became associated with Mon¬

treal's VOT Records, an associa¬
tion which resulted in the current
album. My Neighbourhood.
"We never would have been
able to put out an album by
ourselves. VOT's covering half the
costs," says Dilorio. "Also, Dun¬
can (McTavish of VOT) is a person
with a lot of contacts in the Mon¬
treal music community. And any
contact is important."
The new album is a follow-up to
the group's Pick Me Up EP of last
year, and Dilorio thinks its a better
representation of the group's
sound.
"We felt that the EP didn't ade¬
quately present the band," he says.
"I think we've matured, and the
sound quality on the album is a lot
better It actually started out as a
bunch of demos but we liked the
sound so much that it turned into
an album.
•
* -•* l i

Unfortunately the album wasn't
at the record launch. It turns out
that they'd shipped in 700 from
Toronto that evening only to find
that the second side was totally
distorted. Struck down by the alltoo-frequent Montreal album-gotscrewed-up-in-production bug,
they hope to have the LP for their
gig at Club Soda on March 8.
They passed out the album
cover for the crowd to ogle at Le
Steppe. They also put on a profes¬
sional show, as always.
The big draw back with seeing
Secret Act live are the slow songs.
They're the type of songs that have
been the bread-and-butter work for
pop acts for thirty years, but
they're pretty boring in concert.
I've always hoped that the band
would stick to its better, upbeat
soul-influenced 'toons, but it's
never worked out that way.
Fortunately, they avoid stringing
more than two together at any one
time on this night. Inserted around
the slows are some Secret Act stan¬
dards like the cowpunk Don't Cry
For Me, the ska signature-song Fat¬
ty and the Foreskins and the new
Stir In The Air with its Haircut wallof-sound guitar.
Is this a new direction for
guitarist Ranalli?
"No. I just got a new amp."
A new song by bassist Deeprose,
Got it Hot, is a Carribean ditty that
the crowd went nuts over. And
Deeprose is from Edmonton (south
Edmonton, I suppose). The song
also pointed out the fact that
Secret Act is suddenly doing some
great harmonies.
But the song which wins the
RearGarde on-the-spot awards for
Best Chorus, Best Energy, Best
Guitar Solo and Best Song this
night is the four-year-old
Nightclub. It finishes their second
(and final) set to great applause.
After a good break of 10 or 11
seconds, the band returns to the
stage: "What the hell, we're easy,"
says Dilorio.
The crowd applauds.
"You're very nice. I'd like to
take you all home to dinner
sometime," he says as the band
starts into a deadly cover of Get

Ready.
And Jb§t,\miJ.,
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Asexuals
Contemporary World
Psyche-Industry
Montreal's
West
Island
Wunderkind relase another album
(their second) and it's a good one.
Very good, in fact.
The sound production is great possible the best production on
any local release, ever. The cover
is nifty, and four-colour to boot
And the band has progressed from
two-and-a-half minute thrash
chants to four-minute punk an¬
thems. Where Were You, which
opens the ten-song LP, is one of
those anthems which will last.
My problem with the album is
that the band seems to be trying a
little too hard to be memorable,
making some songs (like the title
track) a little too involved to be in¬
teresting
None of the tracks
match the trash spectaculars Be
What You Want or Contra-Rebels
from the first album.
Then again, So Alone is a great
original and their cover of Times
They Are A Changin' (yes, that one)
is terrific, especially the har¬
monies. And how often can you
complement a hardcore band on
its harmonies?
But, best of all. The Asexuals'
sound is still hardcore. It's still
punk. While bands like Fear, the
UK Subs and DOA are going heavy
metal, and the Dead Kennedys are
caught in a rut. The Asexuals are
developing and improving their
style.
And should The Asexuals be
named in the same sentence as the
Subs, DOA and the DKs? Well,
yeah.

Paul Gott

Slow
Against The Glass
Zulu
I was supposed to review this
record a week ago and was going
to give it a great review. Now I'm
going to give it a good review:
Against The Glass is a hard-hitting
six song EP that goes a bit sour
after repetitive listening.
Slow is a four piece band emerg¬
ing from the thriving Vancouver

underground music scene. Their
debut EP assaults the senses with
gut-wrenching vocals and a manic
rock & roll beat. Unfortunately
time heals all wounds.
The title track and Bad Man are
two very strong tracks and what
makes this record almost worth
the price alone is the destined-tobe-classic Have Not Been The
Same. This track begins with a
slow, distorted guitar lead accom¬
panied by female back-up vocals
but soon becomes a feverish rock
& roll song that will clean out any
wax build-up you may have in your
ear canals.
Slow is a unique conception that
needs a bit of maturing They took
a good idea but stretched it a bit
too much. Some of the originality
of demolition rock is lost when it
invades every song on the record.
What they lack in diversity they
make up in energy. Energy can
neither be created nor destroyed;
in this album it stagnates.
Nevertheless, get Slow fast or it
won't last.

value, Lydon's voice is about the
only good thing on the record
He's still appealingly annoying.
This album takes a big step
backwards. Employing the most
primitive of basic rock beats and
typical repetitive heavy metal
guitar chords, it is an exercise in
minimalism at its worst; one word
songs, one word label ("Label"),
and a one word criticism: Boring
Fishing is the most progressive
song on the album and it sounds
just like U2.
Lydon says he doesn't want to
live in the past and certainly
doesn't want to prance about like
a twenty-year-old In this case I
wish he would. Rehashing what
has already been done is not
maturing. By re-assessing heavy
metal, John Lydon has become
what the Sex Pistols opposed; stag¬
nant.

Boots Hokey
Violent Femmes
The Blind Leading the Naked
Slash/WEA

Leslie Bairstow

PIL
Album
Label
Album, John Lydon's first PIL Ip
in over two years, is hard to
swallow. Sounding more like a Led
Zeppelin reunion record, it has all
the makings of a late sixties-early
seventies heavy metal album in¬
cluding those obnoxious guitar
leads.
If it wasn't for the everidentifiable voice of ex-Sex Pistol
Lydon, I never would of guessed
this was Public Image Ltd. Apart
from the flawless production

"Oh why can't I get just one
fuck...", whines Gordon Gano in
Add It Up, that Violent Femmes
standard of a few years back. On
the Femmes' latest effort, The
Blind Leading the Naked, Gano
tells us that he may not believe in
the President, General Motors, or
The League of Women's Vofers-but
he has Faith: "I believe in the
Father...believe
in
the
Son...believe there's a Spirit for
everyone."
On this release the Femmes
have assembled some impressive
musical help including Talking
Heads men Jerry Harrison (who
produced the album) and percus¬
sionist Steve Scales. On this
album, the VF's appear to be mak¬
ing a strong play for musical
respectability, and I don't say this
in a negative sense. The album,
while milder than previous VF's ef¬
forts, is eminently listenable. It is
one of the few new releases that
should be able to sit on the turn¬
table and play all the way through-both sides included.
The music exhibits an in¬
teresting and varied texture rang¬
ing from the jazzy horn arrange¬

ment on the aforementioned Faith
to the bluegrass inspired Breakin'
Hearts. Candlelight Song con¬
cludes the side with some requisite
VF weirdness and an infectiously
twangy Jew's harp.
Side two contains the stellar
Heartache which gives ample
evidence that the Femmes have
not forgotten that some songs are
best played good and fast. Jerry
Harrison contributes some searing
guitar to the above. Don't look for
any 'F' or 'C' words on this albumthe Violent Femmes have met the
Talking Heads and have emerged
with their quirkiness intact.

Dave Sherman
Plan 9
Keep Your Cool
Pink Dust

Plan 9 from Rhode Island are
self described veterans of the "60's
garage-psychedelia-revisionist
movement" — a sound which is
enjoying
a
considerable
resurgence these days. However,
unlike some of the other notable
bands of this genre such has The
miracle Workers and The Fuzztones, Plan 9 do not choose to
limit themselves to straight ahead
60's garage punk. There is quite a
variety of music on this album, en¬
compassing several styles and in¬
fluences.
Highlights include That's Life, a
cut which begins with barely
discernible vocals buried within a
hypnotic wall of ghuitar a la early
'Velvets' — and then abruptly
changes in midstream into a
classic American bar room rocker.
Poor Boy incorporates a ringing
Yardbirds-like riff which quickly
melts into a powerful and orginal
effort. Vocalist Eric Stumpo in¬
tones: "Ain't no use in talkin'...
Look at all the talkin' that's been
done. You better run — you better
hide. You better cut yourself
another piece of pie."
The concluding Hot Day on side
two is a bluesy lament about the
experience of not quite fitting in
— anywhere. Some raw slide con¬
tributes a great, low, swampy feel
In spite of some of the weaker
selections — the overly long
Painted Lips and the boring
Machines come to mind — Keep
your cool... is a welcome addition
to one's alternative larder. Plan 9
is yet another example of New
England's dynamic musical
underground

Dave Sherman

John Cale
Les Foufounes Electriques
February 22
Les- Foufounes Electriques is a
dark, steamy rectum of a club.
Hardly the atmosphere for a per¬
formance by someone as mythical,
legendary and serious as John
Cale. Mr. Cale, as everyone knows,
once played in a band called The
Velvet Underground. He joined
Lou Reed and company in 1967
and left the band in 1968. Just two
years or twenty-four odd months
and he's been trying to live it down
ever since.
Cale has been going it on his
own for some 18 years and has
built up a small but dedicated
following. When I spoke with him
(see interview) John told me that
he performed in Montreal three or
four years ago. No one I've spoken
to seems to remember that gig. I
assume John has confused our city
with some other Canadian port. I
assume.
On February 22, John Cale per¬
formed a solo concert(o) that was
an unarguable testimony to the
man's talent. Alternating between
acoustic guitar and electric piano,
Cale had the capacity crowd at his
mercy from the very first chord.
Playing songs from almost every
album he's released, Cale sang
with an urgency that is rare these
days. Songs like Amsterday, Leav¬
ing It Up To You, Faris 1919 and

Fear

Is

a

Man's

Beat

Friend

positively glistened with emotion.
A romantic, moody version of Elvis
Presley's Heartbreak Hotel got the
best reaction of the night.
In the past Cale has been known
to cut up live chickens on stage
and often howl insanely while at¬
tacking his instruments with a
manic fervour. There was no blood
this time but he did play Guts, a
passionate ode to conviction, or
lack thereof. A few songs ended
with Cale pounding furiously on
his piano (or guitar), screaming
with an intensity that would
frighten even Lou Reed.
After two glasses of warm water
and about seventy-five minutes of
music, Cale left the stage and the
crowd roared for more. They kept
on roaring until he came back to
play his standard encore piece, /
Keep A Close Watch and then left
again. Chances are slim that John
Cale will come back to Montreal
in the near future but you can
always look forward to the distant
future.

Zev Asher
James White & Blacks
Foufounes Electriques
February 15
It was about 9pm when I arrived
at Les Foufounes Electriques, tape
recorder in hand, seeking an inter¬
view with James White for my ec¬
centric young companion,
Braindead. We were supposed to
do the interview earlier but
White's bus had been delayed.
Well, it was still delayed. So we
grabbed ourselves a couple of
seats in the unusually crowded
Foufounes and waited.
I didn't know all that much
about James White but his music
was familiar to me, especially his
work with the Contortions. I was

Concert

James White in the black.
eagerly awaiting an evening of
manic jazz-funk-punk from one of
the most influential and creative
artists this side of the Atlantic. This
was going to be the Montreal
debut of a New York underground
cult figure.
It was 10pm and the door man
told me James White would arrive
in 10 minutes, something which
he'd told me 45 minutes before.
Another hour went by. The even¬
ing was unnervingly familiar to a
particular reggae show I attended
a few weeks before. The door man
informed me again that James
White was arriving in 10 minutes. I
didn't believe him.
Ten minutes later James White
showed up.
The place was packed. James
White & the Blacks took to the
stage. Peering over many heads I
looked for a tall, slim, dark-haired
man clutching a saxophone. In¬
stead I found a slouched, plump,
sandy-haired eye-twitching geek
clutching a saxophone. He didn't
look like him but he sure sounded
like him.
Backed by four very good musi¬
cians, White belted out classic
tunes from his repetoire such as
Sax Maniac and his most iden¬
tifiable song, Contort Yourself. He
even borrowed a couple of tunes
from Frank Sinatra. Add two or
three more songs and that was it. 7
songs, 7 bucks, 45 minutes. Even
though he didn't particularly look
like he was enjoying himself,
James White still put on a good
show, contorting to the beat of his
tunes, but he let us go too early.
The band made their way suc¬
cessfully off the stage while James
White nervously twitched about
the bar searching for the dressing
room. Unfortunately he never
returned for a second set.
We found James packing his sax
and still twitching Unfortunately
he was too tired to do the inter¬
view but conceded to let us do it
the next day. He was a very nice
guy contrary to what I'd been told,
but when I awoke the next day and
called him to arrange a time, I
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learned he had
earlier.

left 10 minutes

Scruffy the Cat and Band 19
Les Foufounes Electriques
January 15
People don't usually dance to
bands at Les Foufounes. They just
sit on the steps against the walls
and move their heads up and
down. Two new bands from
Boston produced considerable
head movement one cold Wednes¬
day in January as Montreal receiv¬
ed a taste of the Boston
underground.
Band 19 opened with high
energy and plenty of noise.
Originals like We Want the World
and No Why were reminiscent of
some old Vibrators standards-

good and fast with lots of power
cords. Unfortunately, as is often
the case with these types of bands,
Band 19s' Ip Dictate on Modern
Method records'is vastly inferior to
their live performance with the ex¬
ception of No Why (which hap¬
pens to be a live recording).
On stage, in the words of lead
singer Richie Parsons, Band 19
likes to play "loud, hard and have
a good time." On record the band
appears to be searching for a com¬
mercial sound and have struck
boredom, in addition to S'-me
dangerously long guitar solos. To
do these guys justice - see them
live and hear them turn up those
Marshalls.
Scruffy the Cat followed almost
immediately and proceeded to get
down to some insp red cow-punk
cumb bluegra;s. Apparently
"Scruffy" wa> the name of a
friend's cat wh,ch the band
members decided to incorporate.
Nobody knows where the cat is or
if it's still alive but its namesake
does not disappoint.
Vocalist and Iowa native Charlie
Chesterman lived up to his
shadow-plaid shirt and hollow
body guitar. His singing supplies
the necessary country edge.
Stephen Fredette keeps the guitar
playing fast and rollicking while
Stan Fitch hunkers down on the
elctric banjo. That's right-a banjo
with a pickup and a high-powered
amp, used primarily as a backing
instrument.
The band has gained a reputa¬
tion around the Boston club circuit

for outrageous covers of songs
such as Blue Oyster Cult's Don't
Fear the Reaper and Shaking All
Over by Johnny Kidd and the
Pirates. The Foufounes show
featured a wild yersion of You're
My Sunshine along with some very
strong original naterial.
Selections lice Tiger Tiger, 40
Days and 40 Nights and Think I'll
Buy A Car g ve worthy competitors
the Del lords and Jason and the
Scorchers a run for their money on
pure energy alone. All in all a most
enjoyat >e and ecclectic double
bill at Foufounes.

Dave Sherman
Gregory Isaacs and Jah Cuttah
Concordia University
February 1
Reggae Jarndown 2- Dread con¬
cert at Concordia. What promised
to be one of the most exciting
shows put on so far turned into a
whole heao o' trouble inna de
area. Of course this is in reference
to Gregory Issacs.
Things began with an ever-solate soundcheck by the opening
band, Montreal's Jah Cutta and the
Determination Band. Halfway
through their first song there was a
migration of sorts; the few people
already in the hall decided to
move their chairs and tables up to
the stage, causing the dance floor
to disappear. This should have
been taken as an omen of the con¬
fusion to come.
By 9:00pm the seventh floor
cafeteria was already steaming
with reggae fans; dreadlocks and
skinheads, black, white, and
brown. The majority of them came
to see Jah Gregory-soon come!
For the next hour or so, the
Social Roots Posse flaunted their
talent; deejay rappers Mickey,
Mash Down, and Super Dave
toasted to dancehall riddims, with
singer Ranking Youth later joining.

(continued on page 16)

(continued from page 15)
In the meantime the temperature
began to rise, not due to vibes but
rather to poor ventilation inna de
dance.
Jah Cutta and the Determinat i*j nfinally began their set with
rock steady tunes. Little did they
know that the alloted fourty-five
minute set would soon be stretch¬
ed to a length of one hour and a
half - the cool ruler - soon come.
Nevertheless, Jah Cutta and the
Determination put on a fine show,
some present went as far as to say,
great! But all were waiting for the
ruler, Jah Gregory.
Social Roots once again filled
the gap between the bands. Music
selected by Roots Mickey was
familiar to most except for one
prominent radio personality (who
would later comment about these
selections on his FM96 radio
show). Recorded music continued
for the next two hours because Mr
Cool-soon come.
If you must know the truth,
Gregory Isaacs' entourage was
driven into town from Toronto by
a New Yorker, without a map! You
figure it out. They finally arrived at
Concordia at one in the morning.
At which point Mr. Isaacs refused
to perform without his fill of steak,
well done and steamed rice.
CRSG's music director found and
served his meal and Gregory
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So. Gregory, what did you have for dinner?'
Isaacs was ready to play,
At 1:50am Gregory Isaacs
stumbled on stage and opened
with Number One and did the
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whole routine about people being
ready for a fun time. Then the hits
came, Soon Forward, Night Nurse,
Private Beach Farty, etc... The

band that came in looking tired,
came off tired. Their set was,
needless to say, short and the fun
time never really came.
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